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Large-Signal Equivalent Circuit for lMPATT-Diocie

Characterization and Its

Application to Amplifiers

MADHU-SUDAN GUPTA

Abstract—A frequency-independent lumped equivalent circuit
is proposed for characterizing the large-signal behavior of IMPATT
diodes. It has five elements including a negative resistance, two of
which are quadratic functions of the single-frequency RF voltage
across the device. It is used for computer-aided analysis and the
design of reflection-type negative-resistance amplifiers employing
IMPATT diodes. The frequency response of the amplifier is calculated
for d&erent input power levels and the nature of the results is found
to be in agreement with published experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION

AWEALTH of information is available in the literature

on the design and analysis of reflection-type ampli-

fiers, using negative-resistance devices such as tunnel

diodes. The various techniques published can be classified

into two groups depending upon the method used for charac-

terization of the device. In one-the “time-domain method, ”

the device is described by means of a time-domain i–v rela-

tionship i =f(rJ) or v = g(i), and given the instantaneous value

of one of either v or ; the other can be found. The func-

tion f (or g) is typically chosen as a cubic [1] or a power
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series [2]. This approach has been used extensive] y for tunnel-

diode amplifier design and analysis, The method is not directly

applicable to IMPATT diodes because their i–v relationship is a

nonlinear integro-differential equation which cannot be re-

placed by an instantaneous power-series relationship.

In the second method, which is the “frequency-domain

method, ” the device is replaced by a nonlinear lumped im-

pedance. This has also been used widely for tunnel-diode

amplifier design [4]. Again, the results obtained for tunnel

diodes cannot be extended to IMPATT diodes readily because,

unlike tunnel diodes, the device impedance is not purely resis-

tive, is a function of frequency over the operating range, and

is nonlinear (signal dependent) under large-signal operating

conditions.

Such characteristics of JMPATT diodes have severely

limited the utility of many of the existing analyses of nega-

tive-resistance amplifiers and have necessitated the use of

numerical methods. Further, the conventional computer-

aided circuit-analysis programs are not sufficient for the anal-

ysis and design of amplifiers; they must be supplemented by

numerical algorithms for solving carrier transport equations

1 For a sinusoidal voltage, the plot in the i–v plane shows a closed loop
which depends upon signal amplitude and frequency [3].
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describing the diode model [5]. The purpose of this work is to

E

R3
make both the frequency-domain methods and the readily

c

available circuit-analysis programs applicable to the design
Rz ?

of IMPATT-diode amplifiers by presenting a frequency-inde-

pendent large-signal lumped equivalent circuit of the diodes. L

A large number of investigations have been carried out on

IMPATT-diode amplifiers, including two earlier attempts of Ku

and Scherer [6] and Peterson and Steinbrecher [7], [8] to

propose a lumped equivalent circuit for IMPATT diodes and

use it for optimizing the gain bandwidth [6] and predicting

the intermodulation distortion and gain compression [8 ] of

an IMPATT-diode amplifier, respectively. It is shown below in

Section II that neither of the earlier models can be used for

amplifier circuit design or the calculation of amplifier gain in

a given circuit over the entire useful frequency range of the

diode, and therefore their utility is limited. A new equivalent

circuit is therefore presented here. Numerical evaluation of

the equivalent-circuit parameters for a computer-aided char-

acterization of IMPATT diodes is briefly discussed in Section

III. It is then shown in Section IV that the present equivalent

circuit can be used for predicting the performance of IMPATT-

diode amplifiers under given circuit conditions, and for ampli-

fier circuit design. The nature of the results obtained using

the equivalent circuit is found to be in agreement with the

published experimental results.

II. COMPARISON OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

A five-lumped-element frequency-independent negative-

resistance small-signal equivalent circuit for an IMPATT diode

has recently been proposed [9] and is shown in Fig. 1. The

equivalent circuit is valid over approximately an octave

band of frequency around the frequency of maximum nega-

tive conductance of the diode. The circuit elements constitut-

ing the equivalent circuit can be determined [9] either ana-

lytically, from a knowledge of the diode material, structural,

and operating point parameters, or numerically, by fitting the

equivalent-circuit admittance

Fig. 1. Lumped frequency-independent equivalent circuit for IMPATT
diode. 2?2is a negative resistance.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the frequency dependence of the IMPATT-diode
admittance calculated from different frequency-independent equiva-
lent circuits. (a) Ku and Scherer’s model. (b) Peterson and Stein-
brecher’s model, (c) The model used in the present paper.

sponse and bandwidth cannot be correctly determined. The

equivalent circuit is valid only in the limit of low frequencies.

1 + jcoC(R1 + R,) – W2LC
(1)

‘“”(”) = (Rl + R,) +j@(L + R1R2C + R1R8C + RzRsC) – C02LC(RZ + R;

to the diode admittance Y~ (co), which itself may have been

determined experimentally or by an accurate small-signal

analysis. This circuit will be extended here to serve as a large-

signal equivalent circuit by allowing the elements to be non-

linear; in particular, a quadratic function of the RF voltage

amplitude.

There are two major differences between the equivalent

circuit proposed here and those of earlier authors mentioned

previously. The first is clear from Fig. 2, where the frequency

variation of admittance is shown in the admittance plane for

the three equivalent circuits. For the circuit of Fig. 2(a),

given by Ku and Scherer [6], the diode susceptance is zero at

the frequency of maximum negative conductance which is

not true for IMPATT diodes. Therefore, an amplifier circuit

cannot be designed and the gain in a known circuit cannot be

correct] y predicted from this model. The circuit of Fig. 2(b),

proposed by Steinbrecher and Peterson [7], has a negative

conductance which is not band-limited (indeed, it increases

monotonically with frequency), so that the frequency re-

(It may also be useful to higher frequencies for IMPATT diodes

with a p-i-n doping profile due to the nature of their admit-

tance [IO].) Finally, the admittance of the circuit of Fig. 2(c),

proposed here, has a frequency dependence similar to that of

an IMPATT diode over most of the negative conductance

region [9].

The second difference lies in the method of accounting for

the diode nonlinearity. Ku and Scherer have made no attempt

to make the model nonlinear in order to match the large-

signal behavior of the diode. Peterson and Steinbrecher [8]

have replaced the negative resistance of the circuit of Fig.

2(b) by a driven current source and made the inductance L

nonlinear, which they show to be valid in the limit of low fre-

quencies. Presently, the nonlinear nature of the IMPATT diode

is simulated by allowing the elements of the circuit of Fig. 2(c)

to be dependent upon RF signal level.

III. EVALUATION OF LARGE-SIGNAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Several authors have evaluated the large-signal admit-
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Fig. 3. Large-signal admittance of asificon-wrPA’rZ diode (obtained by
Iarge-signal analysis) and of the equivalent circuit (with parameters
given below) plotted in the admittance plane as a function of the
frequency and the amplitude of a sinusoidal voltage assumed across
the diode. The equivalent-circuit parameters are R,,, =32 Q, Rj = – 44

Q R8=58 Q C=O.2 PF, L,, =2.5 nH, rI=lO–!/V, ?’z=8X10-4/VZ,
11= 3 X 10–3/V, and h= 7 X 10–’/Vz.

tance of an IMPATT diode from analytical models [3], [IO]

and experimental measurements [11 ], [12]. A typical result

is shown in Fig. 3, which was obtained by a numerical large-

signal analysis of an X-band silicon IMPATT diode as in [13].

The figure shows the diode admittance plotted in the admit-

tance plane as a function of the frequency and amplitude of a

sinusoidal voltage assumed2 across the diode:

V(t) = VI sin qt. (2)

The 1-V curve in Fig. 3 may be taken as representing the

small-signal diode admittance. The circuit elements in the

equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 are therefore selected to yield a

terminal admittance ~eq(co) closely agreeing with the diode

small-signal admittance YD (co), and it has been shown that

very good agreement is achievable [9]. The five circuit ele-

ment values given with the figure were obtained in this

manner.

As the nature of the large-signal admittance (20- and 40-V

curves in Fig. 3) is similar to the small-signal admittance

(l-V curve), the equivalent circuit could also be selected for a

good fit of V,q(ti) to the large-signal diode admittance. This

implies that a change in diode admittance due to the presence

of a large-signal voltage at the diode terminals can be incorpo-

rated in the equivalent circuit by changing some of the circuit

parameter values. A nonlinear model will result if one or more

of the five equivalent circuit elements are dependent upon

this voltage. A good approximation to the large-signal be-

havior of the IMPATT-diode admittance was obtained by allow-

ing both elements in the inductive branch of the circuit of

a The nature of the results does not change significantly under some
alternative assumptions [14].
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Fig. 4. Variation of the large-signal diode conductance G~ with the
single-frequency RF voltage VI as calculated from different models
and experiments.

Fig. 1 to be nonlinear. The element values are expressed as

frequency-independent quadratic functions of the peak RF

voltage across the diode to avoid parametric effects and

simpl~f y the calculations involved; thus

R, = RI,.(l + Y,V1 + r2V12) (3a)

L = L,,(1 + ZIV1 + Z2V12) (3b)

where RI,, and L.s are the small-signal values of the elements

and rl, rz, 11, and 12 are the constants specifying the non-

linearity. Further, while the small-signal equivalent-circuit

parameters were calculated for a good fit of k’.q(co) to the

small-signal diode admittance, the nonlinearity constants

must be calculated for a good fit of Y.q( VI, ~) to the large-

signal diode admittance. The four constants were calculated

here using the signal voltage dependence of the diode con-

ductance GD as the criterion of good fit.3

The diode conductance GD decreases with increasing Ill?

voltage in a manner indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 4

(except at low frequencies close to avalanche frequency). This

variation of GD with ~1 was calculated by a large-signal anal-

ysis4 at two separate frequencies within the frequency band

of interest in the amplifier. The four constants of nonlinearity

were so chosen that the voltage variation of equivalent-circuit

conductance GCq matches GD ( VJ. The calculated constants

and the equivalent-circuit admittance are given in Fig, 3,

which shows that a good agreement between diode and

equivalent-circuit large-signal admittance is possible. At large

signals, the frequency range of validity of the model is some-

what reduced; however, it is still fairly accurate for frequen-

3 It should be emphasized that the proposed equivalent circuit ap-
proximates only the terminal properties of the diode and is not unique;
a different small-signal equivalent circuit with a different number of cir-
cuit elements could serve as the starting point; different elements could
be made nonlinear under large-signal conditions; the nonlinear elements
could be functions of the instantaneous, or some type of average value of,
the signal voltage across, or the current through, either the diode or the
element itself; and different criteria of “good fit” could be used. The ac-
curacy and convenience of computation determine the choice.

J A precaution is necessary in obtaining an equivalent circuit for good
fit to analytically evaluated large-signal diode admittance. Simple diode
models [3] lead to a signal-dependent negative conductance, shown by the
broken curve in Fig. 3, from which power saturation cannot be predicted,
A more extensive model [13] or experimental results [1 1], ~12], [15] are
required for correct prediction of the large-signal behavior of IMPATT-
diode amplifiers.
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Fig. 5. Large-signal admittance calculated from the equivalent circuit
and plotted ona computer-driven display terminal. Horizontal scale:
1 divisional mmho (conductance). Vertical scale: 1 division =2.5
mmho (susceptance). The four right-hand side curves are for 1-, 10-,
20-, and 30-V amplitudes going from left to right; asterisks on the
curves indicate frequencies of 10, 12, and 14 GHz from bottom to top.
The left-hand-side curve shows the negative of circuit admittance
Y, plotted on the same scale; the four frequencies marked on the
–Y. curve are 11, 11.5, 12, and 12.5 GHzstarting from the top.

ties where the negative conductance is large (and where the

diode is likely to be operated for Iarge signals), as shown in

Fig.3. Note that theentire large-signal admittance plane plot

of Fig. 3 need not be measured or calculated in order to

determine the equivalent circuit; the small-signal admittance

and the variation of diode conductance with RF voltage

alone are sufficient.

The evaluation of the equivalent-circuit elements for a

“good fit” to the calculated large-signal diode admittance

~~ (~) was carried out numerical y on a computer. As the

visual judgment of the goodness of fit is adequate for all

practical purposes, a real-time computer-driven display

terminal was used to observe the diode admittance plot. An

example of this calculation is presented in Fig. 5, which

shows the large-signal admittance of the equivalent circuit

(with nonlinear R, and L) given by (l), plotted in the admit-

tance plane as a function of frequency for three different RF

voltage amplitudes. The subsequent task of amplifier circuit

design can also be simplified by displaying the negative of the

circuit admittance (to be discussed later) simultaneously as a

function of frequency as shown in Fig. 5. This allows the

designer to modify the circuit or diode parameters and ob-

serve the results in real time; in particular, the circuit tuning

elements can be varied in order to determine a passive circuit

suitable for the given amplifier specifications. An indication

of the amplifier stability can also be obtained by observing

whether the magnitude of the device small-signal conductance

is always smaller than the circuit conductance.

IV. APPLICATION TO I MPATT-DIoDE AMPLIFIER

In this section, the large-signal equivalent circuit of an

IMPATT diode will be used to determine the performance of an

IMPATT-diode amplifier for a typical circuit and operating con-

ditions. A schematic diagram of the circulator-coupled reflec-

tion-type IMPATT-diode amplifier considered here is shown in

Fig. 6, which is self-explanatory. It will be assumed that

1) the diode is the X-band silicon IMPATT diode for which an

CIRCULATOR

- m
1 I

I I

-2i._i-t-–3YG REFERENCE———

‘=- J Yd
PLANE

/ OIOOE WAFER ]

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a circulator-coupled reflection-
type negative resistance amplifier.

equivalent circuit has been found in the previous section,

2) the circulator is broad-band and ideal, and 3) the circuit is

a tunable coaxial cavity which has been described elsewhere

[16].

Several papers reporting experimental measurements on

IMPATT-diode amplifiers have appeared in the literature. As

these measurements have been made on different diodes at

various operating “points and under different circuit condi-

tions, a quantitative verification of the results computed here

cannot be carried out; however, a qualitative agreement with

published results will be pointed out in order to show the

validity of the equivalent-circuit approach.

The amplifier is completely characterized if the nonlinear

diode and the linear two-port (representing the diode package,

cavity, and tuning arrangement) are modeled. The diode is

characterized by the ]arge-signal IMPATT-diode equivalent cir-

cuit described in the previous section. The linear two-port can

be described by specifying the nature of the circuit; a tunable

coaxial cavity is chosen because a model was available for this

circuit [16]. Briefly, the model of the two-port consists of a

lumped LC ladder network representing the diode package

and a cascade of transmission-line sections together with

lumped capacitances modeling the tuning elements and cav-

ity. The two-port is thus assumed to be lossless. The circuit

admittance ~., presented at the device terminals, can be

calculated from this model [16].

The power gain of a reflection-type negative-resistance

amplifier is given by the square of the reflection coefficient:

Y. – JTD* 2
A=\r]2=——

y. + YD
(4)

and the phase shift by the angle of the reflection coefficient, as

()r–r*
4 = ~r_= tan–’ ——..—r+r*

(5)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and YD

and YC are the device and circuit admittances as seen at some

arbitrarily chosen reference plane, looking towards and away

from the device, respectively. For convenience, this reference

plane will be chosen at the terminals of the diode wafer so

that Y. consists of linear passive elements only, and YD

alone is signal dependent. The gain calculation therefore

requires the calculation of YD and Y.. The device admittance

will be calculated from the large-signal equivalent circuit and

the circuit admittance from the coaxial circuit model men-

tioned earlier.

With a sinusoidal voltage across the diode, as given by
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Fig. 7. Frequency-response of the IiwPATT-diode amplifier in a coaxial
circuit at different input power levels. (a) Gain. (b) Phase shift.

(l), the RF power delivered by the diode is given by

~~M = ~VI’ I Gd I (6)

and is added to the input power Pi., so that the output power

is given by

Pout = pin + P.dd = A pi. (7)

which-defines the power gain A of the amplifier. The efficiency

of the amplifier will be defined as

P.dd
~=—p (8)

l&Vdc

(where ~do and Vd, are the dc current and voltage, respec-

tively) and should be distinguished from the ratio of Pout to

dc power.

The expressions for gain, phase shift, power added, power

output, and efficiency, given in (4)-(8), were used for deter-

mining the performance of the amplifier at different frequen-

cies and for various input power levels. The bandwidth of the

amplifier depends upon the circuit tuning and input power

level: Fig. 7 shows the calculated amplifier frequency re-

sponse for a circuit with Y.(u) given in Fig. S. Fig. 7(a) shows

the response curve and the gain compression with increasing

signal level, and is in agreement with the experimental results

[1], [17], [18]. At lower frequencies, the circuit can be tuned

such that the amplifier gain increases with increasing signal

level (i.e., gain expansion occurs) for small input levels. The

nature of the phase characteristic of Fig. 7(b) also agrees

with the available experimental results within the amplifier

I000

~L_JL
100 1000

Pin, mW

F&. 8. (a) Variation of output Power with input power at different
operating frequencies for an IMPATT-diode amplifier in a coaxial
circuit. (b) Variation of the power added, output power, gain, and
efficiency with input Power level at a single operating frequency
(1 1.6 GHz) for the same amplifier.

passband [19]. The gain compression is largest and the phase

shift is independent of signal level near the frequency of

maximum gain. This is also apparent from the transfer char-

acteristic at different fixed frequencies as shown in Fig. 8(a),

which is of the nature observed experimentally [19], [20].

The performance of the amplifier at a fixed frequency is

shown in Fig, 8(b). The added power (and hence the effi-

ciency) reaches a maximum value equal to the maximum

power available from the diode as a free-running oscillator,

and falls upon further increasing the input as has been shown

experimental y [1], [21]. The saturation of output power and

the gain compression have also been experimentally observed

[1], [18], [21].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A frequency-independent nonlinear large-signal equivalent

circuit has been proposed for IMPATT diodes and is shown to

give a better approximation to the IMPATT-diode admittance

than earlier models. This equivalent circuit has been used for

calculating the performance of large-signal IMPATT-diode

amplifiers. The nature of calculated results is in agreement

with published experimental results, validating the use of

equivalent circuit. The proposed equivalent circuit should be

useful in computer-aided JMPATT-diode-amplifier design.
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Analysis of Nonlinear Characteristics and Transient

Response of IMPATT Amplifiers

H, J. KUNO

Ab@act-Nonlinear characteristics, large-signal eff ects, and
transient response of IMPATT amplifiers are analyzed leading to clear
understanding of various nonliiear and large-signal phenomena
which are often observed experimentally on IbrPATT diodes operated
as stable (linear) amplifiers or injection-locked oscillators. Effects
of bandwidth on transient response of the IMPATT amplifiers as
applied to phase-modulated signals and amplitude-modulated sig-
nals are investigated in detail. The relationship between the transi-
tion (switching) time and the smplitier bandwidth is derived. Capa-
bilities and limitations of IMPATT diodes operated as stable amplifiers
or injection-locked oscillators are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

fl INCE the discovery of microwave oscillation in a p-n

a junction diode biased into breakdown [1], [2], IMPATT

(an acronym from IMPact ionization Avalanche Transit

Time) devices have rapidly been developed into practical

microwave power generators for system applications. In

recent years, microwave power amplification with IMPATT

diodes has become of great interest and importance for sys-

tem applications.

Microwave power amplification can be achieved with an

IMPATT diode operated as either a stable amplifier or as an

injection-locked oscillator. This paper presents an analysis of

nonlinear characteristics, large-signal effects, and transient

response of both types of lMPATT amplifiers. The analysis


